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CONVERGENCE AND FINITE
DETERMINATION OF FORMAL CR MAPPINGS
M. S. Baouendi, P. Ebenfelt, and Linda Preiss Rothschild
Abstract. It is shown that a formal mapping between two real-analytic hypersur-
faces in complex space is convergent provided that neither hypersurface contains a
nontrivial holomorphic variety. For higher codimensional generic submanifolds, con-
vergence is proved e.g. under the assumption that the source is of finite type, the
target does not contain a nontrivial holomorphic variety, and the mapping is finite.
Finite determination (by jets of a predetermined order) of formal mappings between
smooth generic submanifolds is also established.
§0. Introduction
In this paper, we study the convergence and finite determination of formal
holomorphic mappings of (CN , 0) taking one real submanifold into another. By
a formal (holomorphic) mapping H : (CN , 0) → (CN , 0), we mean an N -vector
H = (H1, . . . , HN ), where each Hj is a formal power series in N indeterminates
with no constant term. If M and M ′ are real smooth submanifolds through 0 in
CN defined near the origin by ρ(Z, Z¯) = 0 and ρ′(Z, Z¯) = 0 respectively, where
ρ and ρ′ are vector valued smooth defining functions, then we say that a formal
mapping H : (CN , 0)→ (CN , 0) sends M into M ′ if the vector valued power series
ρ′(H(Z), H(Z)) is a (matrix) multiple of ρ(Z, Z¯). For real-analytic hypersurfaces,
we shall prove the following.
Theorem 1. Let M and M ′ be real-analytic hypersurfaces through the origin in
CN , N ≥ 2. Assume that neither M nor M ′ contains a nontrivial holomorphic
subvariety through 0. Then any formal mapping H : (CN , 0)→ (CN , 0) sending M
into M ′ is convergent.
The condition that M ′ above does not contain a nontrivial holomorphic subva-
riety is necessary (see Remark 2.3). As a corollary we obtain the following charac-
terization.
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Corollary 2. Let M be a real-analytic hypersurface through 0 in CN with N ≥ 2.
Then, M does not contain a nontrivial holomorphic subvariety through 0 if and only
if every formal mapping H : (CN , 0)→ (CN , 0) sending M into itself is convergent.
As a consequence of the geometric properties of mappings used in the proof
of Theorem 1 above, we also obtain a new reflection principle for CR mappings
between real-analytic hypersurfaces (see Theorem 2.4).
We state now some results for generic submanifolds of higher codimension in
CN . A formal mapping H : (CN , 0)→ (CN , 0) is called finite if the ideal generated
by its components H1, . . . , HN has finite codimension in the ring of formal power
series C[[Z]]. Recall that a smooth generic submanifold M ⊂ CN is of finite type (in
the sense of Kohn and Bloom–Graham) at p ∈ M if the Lie algebra generated by
its CR vector fields and their complex conjugates has full dimension at p (see §1.1).
For a real-analytic hypersurface in C2 the notion of finite type is equivalent to that
of not containing a nontrivial variety. Our first result for higher codimensional
generic submanifolds is the following.
Theorem 3. Let M and M ′ be real-analytic generic submanifolds of the same
dimension through the origin in CN . Assume that M is of finite type at 0, and
that M ′ does not contain any germ of a nontrivial holomorphic subvariety through
0. Then any formal finite mapping H : (CN , 0) → (CN , 0) sending M into M ′ is
convergent.
In fact, we prove a more general result (see Theorem 2.1) in which M and M ′
need not be in the same complex space nor of the same dimension. Moreover, the
condition that M ′ does not contain any nontrivial variety is replaced by the weaker
assumption that M ′ is essentially finite at 0, and the condition of finiteness of the
mapping H is replaced by injectitivity of its Segre homomorphism. (See §1.1 for
relevant definitions.)
Recall that two real submanifolds M and M ′ of the same dimension through
the origin in CN are said to be biholomorphically equivalent at 0 if there exists
a biholomorphism H : (CN , 0) → (CN , 0), defined near 0, sending M into M ′.
Similarly, we shall say that M and M ′ are formally equivalent (at 0) if there exists
a formal invertible mapping sending M into M ′.
Theorem 4. Let M and M ′ be real-analytic generic submanifolds through the
origin in CN . Assume that M is of finite type at 0 and does not contain any germ
of a nontrivial holomorphic subvariety through 0. Then M and M ′ are formally
equivalent at 0 if and only if they are biholomorphically equivalent at 0.
In the following result, we use the notation jkpf for the jet of order k at p ∈M of a
smooth mapping f : M →M ′, whereM andM ′ are smooth manifolds. We shall say
that a smooth generic submanifold M does not contain a (nontrivial) formal variety
through 0 if there is no (nontrivial) formal holomorphic curve γ : (C, 0)→ (CN , 0)
such that ρ(γ(t), γ(t)) ∼ 0, where the composition is in the sense of formal power
series and ∼ means equality for power series. Here, ρ(Z, Z¯) is a vector valued
smooth defining function for M near 0 identified with its Taylor series at the origin.
Theorem 5. Let M be a smooth generic submanifold through the origin in CN .
Assume that M is of finite type at 0 and does not contain a nontrivial formal variety
3through 0. Then there exists a positive integer K with the following property. If
M ′ is a smooth generic submanifold in CN and H1, H2 : M →M ′ are smooth local
CR diffeomorphisms, defined near 0, such that jK0 (H
1) = jK0 (H
2), then jl0(H
1) =
jl0(H
2) for all positive integers l.
Theorem 5 is a consequence of the more general result Theorem 2.5, in which M
andM ′ can be of different dimensions and be contained in different complex spaces.
As in the case of Theorem 3, we may replace the condition thatM does not contain
a nontrivial formal variety through 0 by the assumption that M is essentially finite
at 0 and the condition that H1, H2 are CR diffeomorphisms by the assumption
that their Segre homomorphisms are injective. We should also point out that if M
is of D-finite type (finite type in the sense of D’Angelo [D’A]) at 0, then it does not
contain a nontrivial formal variety through 0.
The study of formal mappings between analytic objects has a long history. We
shall mention here only results which are related to this work. In their study of
normal forms for real-analytic Levi nondegenerate hypersurfaces in complex space,
Chern and Moser [CM] proved that any formal invertible mapping between such
is convergent. We should also mention that Moser and Webster [MW] proved
convergence of formal equivalences between real-analytic two dimensional surfaces
with complex elliptic tangents (of a certain kind) at the origin in C2. On the
other hand, Moser and Webster in the same paper also proved that there are real-
analytic surfaces through the origin in C2 which are formally equivalent but not
biholomorphically equivalent at 0. Subsequently, Webster [W] proved that each real
Lagrangian surface in C2 with a nondegenerate complex tangent at 0 is formally
equivalent to a certain quadric. Later, Gong [Go2] showed that there exist such
real-analytic Lagrangian surfaces which are not biholomorphic to that quadric. An
analogous situation arises in the classification of glancing hypersurfaces (see Melrose
[Mel], Oshima [O], and also Gong [Go1]).
Previous results on convergence of formal mappings between real-analytic sub-
manifolds in complex space were obtained by the authors in [BER3] and [BER5],
where analytic dependence of holomorphic mappings on their jets of a prescribed
finite order was studied. We should point out that the results in the present paper
are new even for invertible mappings. (See also the closing remark at the end of
this paper.)
Finite determination (by their 2-jets) for formal invertible mappings between
smooth Levi nondegenerate hypersurfaces was proved by Chern and Moser [CM]
(see also earlier work of E. Cartan [C] and Tanaka [Ta]). Later work was done by
e.g. Tumanov and Henkin [TH], Beloshapka [B], and the authors [BER2], [BER5].
For a more detailed history, the reader is referred to [BER5].
This paper is organized as follows. In §1, we introduce the basic concepts of
formal manifolds and mappings in the setting of ideals in the ring of formal power
series. We also give the fundamental properties of the Segre mappings for generic
submanifolds: these mappings play an important role in the proofs. The precise
formulations of our main results are given in §2. Another ingredient in the proofs
is the reflection identity for formal mappings presented in §3. The proofs of the
results stated above and those in §2 are then given in §4–7.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank J. D’Angelo, X. Gong, and
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X. Huang for helpful bibliographical information, and also C. Huneke for his help
with the proof of Lemma 3.32.
§1. Preliminaries and basic definitions
§1.1. Formal mappings and manifolds. Let C[[x]] = C[[x1, . . . , xk]] be the ring
of formal power series in x = (x1, . . . , xk) with complex coefficients. We shall
say that a proper ideal I ⊂ C[[x1, . . . , xk]] is a manifold ideal of dimension l, if it is
generated by k−l power series h1, . . . , hk−l whose differentials at the origin are inde-
pendent. This is equivalent to the local ring of I, C[[x]]/I, being a regular local ring
of Krull dimension l (see e.g. [Ha], [AM]). We shall write I(h1(x), . . . , hk−l(x)) =
I(h(x)) for the ideal in C[[x]] generated by h(x) = (h1(x), . . . , hk−l(x)).
By a formal mapping F : (Ck, 0) → (Cm, 0) we shall mean a vector of formal
power series F ∈ C[[x1, . . . xk]]m such that each component of F = (F1, . . . , Fm)
has no constant term. Writing C[[y]] = C[[y1, . . . , ym]], we let ηF : C[[y]] → C[[x]] be
the ring homomorphism defined by
(1.1.1) ηF (g)(x) = (g ◦ F )(x), g ∈ C[[y]].
Conversely, any ring holomorphism η : C[[y]]→ C[[x]] is of the form (1.1.1) for some
uniquely determined formal mapping F . Given an ideal I ⊂ C[[x]], we define its
pushforward by F , F∗(I) ⊂ C[[y]], as follows
(1.1.2) F∗(I) = {f ∈ C[[y]] : f ◦ F ∈ I}.
Note that F∗(I) = η
−1
F (I), with ηF defined by (1.1.1).
It is easy to check that F∗(I) is an ideal and if I is prime, then F∗(I) is also
prime. However, even if I is a manifold ideal, F∗(I) need not be a manifold ideal.
Observe that the mapping ηF is a ring isomorphism if and only if m = k and the
Jacobian of F at 0 is invertible. In that case we shall refer to F as a formal change
of coordinates. If I ⊂ C[[x]] is an ideal then I is a manifold ideal of dimension l
if and only if there is a formal change of coordinates F such that F∗(I) ⊂ C[[y]] is
generated by the coordinates y1, . . . , yk−l.
A formal vector field in Ck is a derivation of C[[x]]. It is easy to check that any
formal vector field X can be written uniquely in the form
(1.1.3) X =
k∑
j=1
aj(x)
∂
∂xj
,
with aj ∈ C[[x]]. We shall say that X is tangent to a proper ideal I ⊂ C[[x]] if for
any f ∈ I we have Xf ∈ I. If F is a formal change of coordinates as above, then
we may define the pushforward of a formal vector field X by
(1.1.4) (F∗X)(g) = ηF−1(X(ηF (g))), g ∈ C[[y]].
It is clear that F∗X is also a formal vector field. Furthermore, if X is tangent to
an ideal I ⊂ C[[x]], then F∗X is tangent to F∗(I).
5If Z = (Z1, . . . , ZN), ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζN ), and I ⊂ C[[Z, ζ]] an ideal, we shall say
that I is a real ideal if f(Z, ζ) ∈ I implies f¯(ζ, Z) ∈ I. Here f¯ is the formal
power series obtained by taking the complex conjugates of the coefficients of f .
If f(Z, ζ) ∈ C[[Z, ζ]], we shall say that f is real if f(Z, ζ) = f¯(ζ, Z) The notion
of a real ideal is not invariant under all formal changes of coordinates in C[[Z, ζ]],
and we shall restrict ourselves to changes of coordinates of the form Z ′ = H(Z),
ζ ′ = H¯(ζ), where H(Z) is a formal change of coordinates in CN . We shall write
H(Z, ζ) := (H(Z), H¯(ζ)). If I is a real ideal in C[[Z, ζ]], so is the ideal H∗(I), as
defined by (1.1.2).
If I ⊂ C[[Z, ζ]] is a real manifold ideal of dimension 2N−d then one can find gen-
erators ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρd) which are real and have linearly independent differentials
at the origin, i.e. satisfy
(1.1.5) ∂ρ1(0) ∧ . . . ∧ ∂ρd(0) 6= 0.
If ρ′ = (ρ′1, . . . , ρ
′
d) is another set of generators of I (not necessarily real), then
there exists a d× d matrix of formal power series a(Z, ζ) (necessarily invertible at
0) such that
(1.1.6) ρ(Z, ζ) ∼ a(Z, ζ)ρ′(Z, ζ).
We say that a real manifold ideal I ⊂ C[[Z, ζ]] of dimension 2N − d defines a formal
real submanifoldM of CN through 0 of codimension d (and dimension 2N−d), and
we write I = I(M). We shall say that a formal vector field in CN ×CN is tangent
to M if it is tangent to I(M).
The motivation behind these definitions is the following. If in addition the com-
ponents of the formal series ρ above are convergent, then the equations ρ(Z, Z¯) = 0
define a real-analytic submanifold M of CN through 0. Also, if M is a smooth
real submanifold in CN through 0, then the Taylor series at 0 of a smooth defining
function ρ of M near 0 defines a formal real submanifold of CN through 0. Thus,
the notion of a formal real submanifold is a generalization of that of real-analytic
and smooth real submanifolds of CN .
A formal real submanifold M of CN is said to be generic if there exist formal
series ρ generating I(M) satisfying the condition
(1.1.7) ∂Zρ1(0) ∧ . . . ∧ ∂Zρd(0) 6= 0,
which in particular implies (1.1.5).
If H : (CN , 0)→ (CN
′
, 0) is a formal mapping, then as before we associate to it
a formal mapping H : (CN × CN , 0)→ (CN
′
× CN
′
, 0) defined by
(1.1.8) H(Z, ζ) = (H(Z), H¯(ζ)).
If M and M ′ are formal real submanifolds through 0 in CN and CN
′
, respectively,
then we say that the formal mapping H maps M into M ′, denoted H : (M, 0) →
(M ′, 0), if I(M ′) ⊂ H∗(I(M)). (When M and M
′ are real-analytic and H is
convergent, i.e. defines a holomorphic mapping near 0, then H(M) ⊂ M ′ if and
only if the formal mapping H maps the formal submanifold M into the formal
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submanifold M ′.) If N = N ′ and H is invertible, then the ring homomorphism
ηH : C[[Z ′, ζ ′]]→ C[[Z, ζ]], defined by (1.1.1), where (Z ′, ζ ′) ∈ CN
′
×CN
′
and (Z, ζ) ∈
CN × CN , is an isomorphism. If, in addition, dimM = dimM ′ and H : (M, 0) →
(M ′, 0), then H∗(I(M)) = I(M
′) and ηH is an isomorphism between I(M) and
I(M ′). In this case, we say that M and M ′ are formally equivalent and that H is
a formal equivalence between M and M ′.
In this paper, we shall consider formal mappings which are more general than
formal equivalences. For a formal generic submanifold M of codimension d through
the origin in CN , we define the Segre variety ideal I1(M) ⊂ C[[Z]] as the ideal
generated by ρ1(Z, 0), . . . , ρd(Z, 0), where the ρj(Z, ζ) are generators of the ideal
I(M)1. The ideal I1(M) is a manifold ideal which only depends on the ideal I(M)
and not on the choice of generators ρj(Z, ζ). The reader can easily check that if
H : (CN , 0) → (CN
′
, 0) is a formal mapping which maps M into another formal
generic submanifold M ′ though the origin in CN
′
, then in the notation introduced
above, the homomorphism ηH maps I1(M
′) into I1(M). Hence, ηH induces a
homomorphism
(1.1.9) ΦH : C[[Z ′]]/I1(M ′)→ C[[Z]]/I1(M).
The homomorphism ΦH is called the Segre homomorphism of H. When H is a
formal equivalence, this homomorphism is an isomorphism. We shall consider in this
paper formal mappings whose Segre homomorphisms are injective. In particular,
all formal finite mappings satisfy this condition (see Lemma 6.1).
A formal vector field in CN × CN of the form
(1.1.10) X =
N∑
j=1
(
aj(Z, ζ)
∂
∂Zj
+ bj(Z, ζ)
∂
∂ζj
)
,
is said to be of type (0, 1) if aj ∼ 0, j = 1, . . . , N , and similarly of type (1, 0) if
the bj ∼ 0. Let M be a formal generic real submanifold in CN of codimension d.
We let D0,1M denote the C[[Z, ζ]]-module generated by all formal (0, 1) vector fields
tangent to M . A formal vector field L ∈ D0,1M is usually called a CR vector field
tangent to M . We define D1,0M in a similar fashion. We define the C[[Z, ζ]]-module
DM by DM = D
1,0
M ⊕D
0,1
M , and define gM to be the Lie algebra generated by DM .
We shall say that a collection L1, . . . , Ln ∈ D
0,1
M , with n = N − d, is a basis for
the CR vector fields on M if π(L1), . . . , π(Ln) form a basis for the quotient module
D0,1M /I(M)D
0,1
M , where π is the canonical projection π : D
0,1
M → D
0,1
M /I(M)D
0,1
M .
Loosely speaking, L1, . . . , Ln form a basis for the CR vector fields on M if they
form a basis for D0,1M modulo those formal vector fields whose coefficients belong
to I(M). (One can always find a basis for the CR vector fields on M ; see §1.2.4
below.)
Let T ′0C
2N denote the holomorphic tangent space of C2N at 0, i.e. the space of
all tangent vectors of the form
(1.1.11)
N∑
j=1
(
aj
∂
∂Zj
∣∣∣∣
0
+ bj
∂
∂ζj
∣∣∣∣
0
)
,
1In the convergent case, the variety defined by I1(M) in CN is the so-called Segre variety of
M at 0.
7with aj , bj ∈ C. We denote by DM (0) and gM (0) the subspaces of T ′0C
2N obtained
by evaluating at 0 the coefficients of the formal vector fields in DM and gM respec-
tively. We say thatM is of finite type at 0 if dimC gM (0) = dimM = 2N−d. (Note
that the vector space DM (0) has dimension 2N − 2d; this follows easily from the
fact that M is generic and of codimension d.)
Another notion which will be used in this paper is that of essential finiteness at
0 for a formal generic submanifold M of codimension d in CN . Let L1, . . . , Ln be
a basis for the CR vector fields on M as described above. We write
(1.1.12) Lj =
N∑
k=1
ajk(Z, ζ)
∂
∂ζk
,
where ajk ∈ C[[Z, ζ]], and set
(1.1.13) Xj :=
N∑
k=1
ajk(0, ζ)
∂
∂ζk
,
for j = 1, . . . , n. Given generators ρ1(Z, ζ), . . . , ρd(Z, ζ) for I(M), we define, for
l = 1, . . . , d and α ∈ Zn+,
(1.1.14) clα(Z) := X
αρl(Z, ζ)
∣∣
ζ=0
,
with Xα := Xα11 . . .X
αn
n . We say that M is essentially finite at 0 if the ideal gen-
erated by all the clα(Z) has finite codimension in C[[Z]]. The reader can check that
this definition depends only on the ideal I(M) and not on the choice of generators
or basis of CR vector fields. (See [BER4, Chapter XI] for a similar definition for a
smooth generic submanifold.) For a real-analytic generic submanifold, the notion
of essential finiteness given above coincides with the standard one (see e.g. [BER4,
Chapter XI]), since an ideal J in C{Z} is of finite codimension if and only if the
ideal generated by J in C[[Z]] is of finite codimension (see e.g. [BER4, Corollary
5.1.26]). Also, if M is real-analytic and does not contain a nontrivial holomorphic
subvariety through 0, then M is essentially finite at 0 (see [BER4, Chapter XI.4]).
In fact, the analogous statement in the formal setting is also true. The proof of
this relies on Lemma 3.32 below, and will be given in §6 below.
§1.2. Normal coordinates and the Segre mappings. We keep the notation
introduced in the previous section; in particular, M is a formal generic subman-
ifold of codimension d with real manifold ideal I = I(M). There is a formal
change of coordinates in CN , Z = Z(z, w) ∈ C[[z, w]]N , with z = (z1, . . . , zn),
w = (w1, . . . , wd), and N = n+ d, such that if we make the corresponding change
of coordinates ζ = Z¯(χ, τ), with χ = (χ1, . . . , χn), τ = (τ1, . . . τd), then the ideal I
of M , after making the above change of coordinates, is generated by
(1.2.1) wj −Qj(z, χ, τ), j = 1, . . . , d,
where the Qj(z, χ, τ) ∈ C[[z, χ, τ ]] satisfy
(1.2.2) Qj(0, χ, τ) ∼ Qj(z, 0, τ) ∼ τj .
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(See [BER4, Chapter IV].) Such coordinates will be called normal coordinates. It
follows from the reality of I that I is also generated by
(1.2.3) τj − Q¯j(χ, z, w), j = 1, . . . , d.
In such coordinates, we can take
(1.2.4) Lj =
∂
∂χj
+
d∑
l=1
Q¯l,χj (χ, z, w)
∂
∂τl
, j = 1, . . . , n,
as a basis of the CR vector fields on M . The reader can easily check that if we
write
(1.2.5) Q¯j(χ, z, w) =
∑
α∈Zn
+
q¯jα(z, w)χ
α,
then M is essentially finite at 0 if and only if the ideal generated by {q¯jα(z, 0)},
j = 1, . . . d, α ∈ Zn+, has finite codimension in C[[z]].
We shall introduce some more notation. Let M and M ′ be formal generic sub-
manifolds through the origin in CN and CN
′
of codimension d and d′, respec-
tively. We let Z = (z, w), ζ = (χ, τ), with z = (z1, . . . , zn), w = (w1, . . . , wd),
χ = (χ1, . . . , χn) and τ = (τ1, . . . , τd), be formal normal coordinates for M , and
similarly Z ′ = (z′, w′), ζ ′ = (χ′, τ ′) be formal normal coordinates for M ′. Thus, the
ideal I(M) is generated by (1.2.1), and similarly for I(M ′) with Q replaced by Q′.
If Z ′ = H(Z) is a formal holomorphic mapping (CN , 0)→ (CN
′
, 0), sending M into
M ′, then we write H = (F,G), with F = (F1, . . . , Fn′) and G = (G1, . . . , Gd′).
The Segre homomorphism ΦH : C[[Z ′]]/I1(M ′) → C[[Z]]/I1(M) can be identified
with the homomorphism
Φ˜: C[[z′]]→ C[[z]],
where Φ˜(h)(z) = h(F (z, 0)). Thus, injectivity of the Segre homomorphism ΦH is
equivalent to the statement that there is no formal nontrivial power series h ∈ C[[z′]]
such that h(F (z, 0)) ∼ 0. In particular, as mentioned in §1.1, if H is a finite formal
mapping (with N = N ′ and d = d′), then ΦH is injective (see Lemma 6.1).
We now introduce another important ingredient in this paper. Let Q(z, χ, τ)
be the Cd-valued power series whose components are the Qj(z, χ, τ). Consider, for
each integer k ≥ 1, the formal mapping vk : (Ckn, 0) → (CN , 0) defined as follows.
For k = 2j,
(1.2.6) v2j(z, χ1, . . . , zj−1, χj) :=
(
z, Q
(
z, χ1, Q¯
(
χ1, z1, Q
(
z1, χ2, . . . ,
Q¯
(
χj−1, zj−1, Q
(
zj−1, χj , 0
))
. . .
))))
,
and, for k = 2j + 1,
(1.2.7) v2j+1(z, χ1, . . . , zj−1, χj, zj) :=
(
z, Q
(
z, χ1, Q¯
(
χ1, z1, Q
(
z1, χ2, . . . ,
Q
(
zj−1, χj , Q¯
(
χj , zj , 0
))
. . .
))))
,
9where j = 1, 2, . . . . For k = 0, 1, we define
v0 := (0, 0), v1(z) := (z, Q(z, 0, 0)) = (z, 0).
We shall refer to the mapping vk as the kth Segre mapping of M .
Proposition 1.2.8. Let f ∈ I(M). Then, for any k ≥ 0,
(1.2.9) f(vk+1(z, χ1, z1, . . . ), v¯k(χ1, z1, . . . )) ∼ 0.
Proof. For simplicity, we only consider the case where k = 2j. It follows from
(1.2.6) and (1.2.7) that
(1.2.10) v2j+1(z, χ1, . . . , zj−1, χj , zj) ∼
(
z, Q(z, v¯2j(χ1, . . . , zj−1, χj , zj)
)
.
It suffices to show (1.2.9) for the generators of I(M) given by (1.2.1), for which
(1.2.9) is an immediate consequence of (1.2.10). 
In this paper, we shall not need the explicit form of the Segre mappings
vk : (Ckn, 0)→ (CN , 0)
given in (1.2.6) and (1.2.7), but merely the properties given by Proposition 1.2.8
and Theorem 1.2.11 below (and the fact that the vk are convergent when M is
real-analytic). It will be convenient to write vk(z, ξ), z ∈ Cn and ξ ∈ Ckn. Thus,
for fixed k, we write ξ = (χ1, z1, . . . ) ∈ C(k−1)n. The equation (1.2.9) can then be
written as
(1.2.9’) f(vk+1(z, ξ), v¯k(ξ)) ∼ 0,
where, in (1.2.9’), we have ξ ∈ Ckn.
For a formal power series mapping F : (Cℓ, 0)→ (Cm, 0) we denote by rk (F ) the
rank of the matrix (∂Fj/∂xk), j = 1, . . . , m, k = 1, . . . , ℓ, in Kℓ; here, K denotes
the quotient field of C[[x]]. We shall need the following result.
Theorem 1.2.11. Let M be a formal generic submanifold of CN through 0 of
codimension d. Then, M is of finite type at 0 if and only if there exists k1 ≤ d+ 1
such that rk(vk) = N for k ≥ k1. Moreover, if M is real-analytic and of finite type
at 0, then there exists (z0, ξ0) ∈ Cn × C(2k1−1)n arbitrarily close to the origin such
that v2k1(z0, ξ0) = 0 and the rank of the Jacobian matrix ∂v
2k1/∂(z, ξ) at (z0, ξ0)
is N .
The proof of the first part of Theorem 1.2.11 can be found in [BER5] (see also
[BER1] and [BER4] for the case where M is real-analytic). The proof of the last
statement follows from [BER4, Proposition 10.6.19].
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§2. Statement of further results; Examples
We state now the main results of this paper from which the theorems in the
introduction will be deduced. We begin with a result which will be shown to imply
Theorem 3.
Theorem 2.1. Let M and M ′ be real-analytic generic submanifolds through the
origin in CN and CN
′
, respectively. Assume that M is of finite type at 0 and that
M ′ is essentially finite at 0. If H : (CN , 0) → (CN
′
, 0) is a formal holomorphic
mapping sending M into M ′ whose Segre homomorphism ΦH is injective, then the
formal series H converges in a neighborhood of the origin.
We shall now give a result for hypersurfaces which in particular will imply The-
orem 1.
Theorem 2.2. Let M and M ′ be real-analytic hypersurfaces through the origin
in CN , N ≥ 2. Assume that M is essentially finite at 0 and that M ′ does not
contain any nontrivial holomorphic subvariety through 0. Then any formal mapping
H : (CN , 0)→ (CN , 0) sending M into M ′ is convergent.
Remark 2.3. The condition that M ′ above does not contain a nontrivial holomor-
phic subvariety is necessary for the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 to hold. Indeed, if
M ′ is any real-analytic submanifold containing a nontrivial holomorphic subvariety
through the origin in CN , then there exists a formal mapping H : (CN , 0)→ (CN , 0)
sending all of CN into M ′ (even into the holomorphic subvariety contained in M ′)
which does not converge. To see this, let s 7→ A(s) be a nontrivial holomorphic
mapping from a neighborhood of the origin in the complex plane into the holomor-
phic subvariety contained in M ′ with A(0) = 0. The reader can easily verify that
there exists f ∈ C[[s]] with f(0) = 0 such that at least one component of A ◦ f is
not convergent. We may then take H(Z) = A(f(Z1)).
As a byproduct of the proof of Theorem 2.2, we obtain the following reflection
principle for CR mappings between real-analytic hypersurfaces.
Theorem 2.4. Let M and M ′ be real-analytic hypersurfaces through the origin in
CN , N ≥ 2. Assume that M is essentially finite at 0 and M ′ does not contain
any nontrivial holomorphic subvariety through 0. Then every smooth CR mapping
h : (M, 0)→ (M ′, 0) which does not vanish to infinite order at 0 necessarily extends
as a holomorphic mapping (CN , 0)→ (CN , 0) sending M into M ′.
In the case N = 2, this result follows from the more general theorem of Huang
[Hu] in which the only condition assumed on the CR mapping is continuity. How-
ever, for N ≥ 3, Theorem 2.4 is new, since previous results in this context assumed
more stringent conditions on the CR mapping. The reflection principle for real-
analytic submanifolds in complex space has a long history; the reader is referred to
the notes in [BER4, Chapter IX] for further information.
We return to the case of higher codimensional generic submanifolds. Theorem
5 will be a consequence of the following result on finite determination, or more
precisely its corollary given below.
Theorem 2.5. Let M and M ′ be formal generic submanifolds through the origin
in CN and CN
′
, respectively. Assume that M is of finite type at 0, that M ′ is essen-
tially finite at 0, and that there exists a formal holomorphic mapping H : (CN , 0)→
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′
, 0) sending M into M ′ whose Segre homomorphism ΦH is injective. Then
there exists an integer K with the following property. If H ′ : (CN , 0)→ (CN
′
, 0) is
a formal holomorphic mapping sending M into M ′ and if
(2.6)
∂|α|H ′
∂Zα
(0) =
∂|α|H
∂Zα
(0), ∀|α| ≤ K,
then H ∼ H ′.
Corollary 2.7. Let M be a formal generic submanifold through the origin in CN .
Assume that M is of finite type and essentially finite at 0. Then there exists an
integerK with the following property. IfM ′ is a formal generic submanifold through
the origin in CN of the same dimension as M , and if H1, H2 : (CN , 0) → (CN , 0)
are formal invertible mappings sending M into M ′ which satisfy
(2.8)
∂|α|H1
∂Zα
(0) =
∂|α|H2
∂Zα
(0), ∀|α| ≤ K,
then H1 ∼ H2.
Proof of Corollary 2.7. We claim that it suffices to take K to be the integer given
by Theorem 2.5 with M ′ = M and H(Z) := Z. To see this, let M ′, H1, H2
be as in Corollary 2.7 and observe that if (2.8) holds then ∂α((H1)−1 ◦ H1)(0) =
∂α((H1)−1 ◦ H2)(0), for all |α| ≤ K. By Theorem 2.5 and the choice of K, we
deduce that ((H1)−1 ◦H2)(Z) ∼ Z and, hence, the conclusion of Corollary 2.7. 
We conclude this section by giving three simple examples motivating each of the
three conditions in Theorem 2.1.
Example 2.9. Let M = M ′ ⊂ C3 be the generic submanifold of codimension two
defined by
(2.10) Im w1 = |z|
2, Im w2 = 0.
Observe that M is essentially finite but not of finite type at 0. Let f ∈ R[[w2]] be
nonconvergent with f(0) = f ′(0) = 0. Then, the formal mapping H : (C3, 0) →
(C3, 0) defined by
(2.11) H(z, w1, w2) := (z, w1, w2 + f(w2))
is invertible, sends M into M , but does not converge.
Example 2.12. Let M = M ′ ⊂ C4 be the generic submanifold of codimension two
defined by
(2.13) Im w1 = |z1z2|
2, Im w2 = |z1z2|
4.
In this case, M is of finite type but not essentially finite at 0. Let f ∈ C[[z1]] be
nonconvergent with f(0) = 0. Then, the formal mapping H : (C4, 0) → (C4, 0)
defined by
(2.14) H(z1, z2, w1, w2) := (z1e
f(z1), z2e
−f(z1), w1, w2)
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is invertible, sends M into M , but does not converge.
Example 2.15. Let M = M ′ ⊂ C4 be the generic submanifold of codimension two
defined by
(2.16) Im w1 = |z1|
2 − |z2|
2, Im w2 = |z1|
4 − |z2|
4.
This time, M is essentially finite and of finite type at 0. Let f ∈ C[[z1]] be non-
convergent with f(0) = 0. Then, the formal mapping H : (C4, 0)→ (C4, 0) defined
by
(2.17) H(z1, z2, w1, w2) := (f(z1), f(z1), 0, 0)
sends M into M , but does not converge. Observe that the Segre homomorphism
ΦH is not injective.
§3. A reflection identity
The following reflection identity will play an important role in the proofs of
Theorems 2.1 and 2.5.
Theorem 3.1. Let M and M ′ be formal generic submanifolds through the origin
in CN and CN
′
, respectively. Assume that M ′ is essentially finite at 0. Let H :
(CN , 0) → (CN
′
, 0) be a formal holomorphic mapping sending M into M ′ whose
Segre homomorphism ΦH is injective. Then there exist a positive integer r, positive
integers Nj, j = 1, . . . , N
′, and monic polynomials in X of the form
(3.2) Pj(X,Z, ζ, (aγ)|γ|≤r) := X
Nj +
Nj−1∑
k=0
cjk(Z, ζ, (aγ)|γ|≤r, )X
k,
for j = 1, . . . , N ′ such that
(3.3) Pj(Hj(Z), Z, ζ, (∂
γH¯(ζ)− ∂γH¯(0))|γ|≤r) ∈ I(M).
Here, γ ∈ ZN+ , aγ = (aγm)1≤m≤N ′ , and the c
jk are formal power series whose
coefficients depend only on M , M ′ and on the values ∂βH(0) for |β| ≤ r. In
addition, if H ′ is another formal mapping (CN , 0)→ (CN
′
, 0) sending M into M ′
and if ∂βH ′(0) = ∂βH(0), for |β| ≤ r, then (3.3) holds with H replaced by H ′.
Moreover, if M and M ′ are real-analytic, then each of the formal power series
in (3.2) defines a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of the origin.
In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we let Z = (z, w), ζ = (χ, τ), with z =
(z1, . . . , zn), w = (w1, . . . , wd), χ = (χ1, . . . , χn) and τ = (τ1, . . . , τd), be for-
mal normal coordinates for M , and similarly Z ′ = (z′, w′), ζ ′ = (χ′, τ ′) be formal
normal coordinates for M ′, as in §1.2. We shall first prove Theorem 3.1 in these
coordinates. We let L1, . . . , Ln be the basis for the formal CR vector fields on M
given by (1.2.4). Let H = (F,G) : (Cn × Cd, 0)→ (Cn
′
× Cd
′
, 0) be a formal holo-
morphic mapping sending M into M ′. The following proposition gives the desired
polynomial identities for the components of F .
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Proposition 3.4. Let M , M ′, and H be as above. Assume that M ′ is essentially
finite at 0, and that the Segre homomorphism ΦH is injective. Then there exist a
positive integer r, positive integers Nj, j = 1, . . . , n
′, and monic polynomials
(3.5) Pj(X, (aγ)|γ|≤r, (bγ)|γ|≤r) := X
Nj +
Nj−1∑
k=0
cjk((aγ)|γ|≤r, (bγ)|γ|≤r)X
k,
for j = 1, . . . , n′ such that
(3.6) Pj(Fj(z, w), (L
γF¯ (χ, τ)− LγF¯ (0))|γ|≤r, (L
γG¯(χ, τ))|γ|≤r) ∈ I(M).
Here, γ ∈ Zn+, aγ = (aγm)1≤m≤n′ , bγ = (bγl)1≤l≤d′ , and the c
jk are formal power
series whose coefficients depend only on M ′ and on the values (LβF¯ )(0) for |β| ≤ r.
In addition, if H ′ = (F ′, G′) is another formal mapping (CN , 0)→ (CN
′
, 0) sending
M into M ′ and if LβF¯ ′(0) = LβF¯ (0), for |β| ≤ r, then (3.6) holds with (F,G)
replaced by (F ′, G′).
Moreover, if M and M ′ are real-analytic, then each of the formal power series
in (3.5) defines a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of the origin.
For the proof of Proposition 3.4, we shall need the following preliminary results.
Lemma 3.7. Let p1(X, Y, Z) and p2(X, Y, Z) be formal power series of the form
p1(X, Y, Z) = X
N +
N−1∑
j=0
aj(Y, Z)X
j,(3.8)
p2(X, Y, Z) = Y
M +K(X, Y, Z),(3.9)
where X, Y ∈ C, Z = (Z ′, Z ′′) ∈ Ck
′
× Ck
′′
, aj(0, 0) = 0, and K(X, Y, Z
′, 0) ∼ 0.
Then the ideal I(p1, p2) ⊂ C[[X, Y, Z]] contains a power series of the form
(3.10) r(Y, Z) = YMN
2
+K ′(Y, Z),
with K ′(Y, Z ′, 0) ∼ 0.
Proof. For ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξN ), we denote by σ0(ξ), . . . , σN−1(ξ) the usual elementary
symmetric polynomials of ξ defined by
(3.11) σN−1(ξ) = −
N∑
j=1
ξj, σN−2(ξ) =
∑
1≤j<k≤N
ξjξk, . . . ,
σ0(ξ) = (−1)
N
N∏
j=1
ξj.
Consider the ring
(3.12) R = C[[X, Y, Z, ξ]]/J ,
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where J denotes the ideal generated by σj(ξ)− aj(Y, Z), j = 0, . . . , N − 1, where
the aj are the coefficients of p1 in (3.8). We use the notation [f ] ∈ R for the
equivalence class of a power series f ∈ C[[X, Y, Z, ξ]], and we also consider C[[X, Y, Z]]
as a subring of C[[X, Y, Z, ξ]]. Observe that
(3.13) [p1] =
[ N∏
j=1
(X − ξj)
]
.
Consider the power series
(3.14) qˆ(Y, Z, ξ) =
N∏
j=1
p2(ξj, Y, Z).
Since qˆ is symmetric in the ξ, it follows from Newton’s theorem for symmetric
functions (see e.g. [VW]) that there exists a power series q(Y, Z, σ0, . . . , σN−1) such
that
(3.15) qˆ(Y, Z, ξ) = q(Y, Z, σ0(ξ), . . .σN−1(ξ)).
By the definition of the ideal J , we have
(3.16) [qˆ(Y, Z, ξ)] = [q(Y, Z, a0(Y, Z), . . . aN−1(Y, Z))].
We claim that [q(Y, Z, a0(Y, Z), . . . aN−1(Y, Z))
N ] is in the ideal generated by [p1]
and [p2] in R. This is straightforward to check in view of (3.13–16) since qˆ
N is
in the ideal generated by p2 and
∏N
j=1(X − ξj) in C[[X, Y, Z, ξ]]. (The latter fact
follows easily from the observation that, for any j, qˆ is in the ideal generated by p2
and X − ξj.)
It follows from the claim above that there are power series cj(X, Y, Z, ξ), j = 1, 2,
such that
(3.17) q(Y, Z, a0(Y, Z), . . . aN−1(Y, Z))
N − c1(X, Y, Z, ξ)p1(X, Y, Z)−
c2(X, Y, Z, ξ)p2(X, Y, Z) ∈ J .
We put u(Y, Z) := q(Y, Z, a0(Y, Z), . . . aN−1(Y, Z)). It is easy to see that u(Y, Z) is
of the form YMN +K ′′(Y, Z) with K ′′(Y, Z ′, 0) ∼ 0. We shall complete the proof of
Lemma 3.7 by showing that r(Y, Z) := u(Y, Z)N is in the ideal I(p1, p2). Since the
generators of the ideal J are invariant under permutations of the components of ξ,
we may assume without loss of generality that cj , j = 1, 2, in (3.17) are symmetric
in the ξ. Thus, again by Newton’s theorem, there are power series dj(X, Y, Z, σ),
j = 1, 2, σ = (σ0, . . . , σN−1), such that
(3.18) r(Y, Z)− d1(X, Y, Z, σ0(ξ), . . . , σN−1(ξ))p1(X, Y, Z)−
d2(X, Y, Z, σ0(ξ), . . . , σN−1(ξ))p2(X, Y, Z) ∈ J .
It follows that
(3.19) r(Y, Z)− d1(X, Y, Z, a0(Y, Z), . . . , aN−1(Y, Z))p1(X, Y, Z)−
d2(X, Y, Z, a0(Y, Z), . . . , aN−1(Y, Z))p2(X, Y, Z) ∈ J .
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Since the power series in (3.19) is independent of ξ, the desired fact that r(Y, Z) is
in I(p1, p2) will follow from the injectivity of the canonical homomorphism
C[[X, Y, Z]]→R.
Thus, we must show that if g(X, Y, Z) ∈ J , then g ∼ 0. By expanding in X and
using the fact that the generators of J are independent of X , it suffices to prove
that if
(3.20) f(Y, Z) ∼
N−1∑
j=0
ej(Y, Z, ξ)(σj(ξ)− aj(Y, Z)),
for some power series ej , then f ∼ 0. By considering all possible formal curves t 7→
(Y (t), Z(t)) through the origin, we are reduced to proving the following statement:
If
(3.21) h(t) ∼
N−1∑
j=0
e˜j(t, ξ)(σj(ξ)− aj(Y (t), Z(t))),
for some power series e˜j , then h ∼ 0. By the formal Puiseux expansion (see e.g.
[BK]), it follows that there exists an integer J and formal series f1(w), . . . , fN (w)
such that
(3.22) p1(X, Y (w
J ), Z(wJ)) ∼
N∏
j=1
(X − fj(w)).
Making the substitutions t = wJ and ξj = fj(w), j = 1, . . . , N , in (3.21), we
conclude that h(wJ ) ∼ 0 and hence h ∼ 0. This completes the proof of Lemma
3.7. 
We shall make use of Lemma 3.7 to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 3.23. Let f(u, v) = (f1(u, v), . . . , fr(u, v)), with u ∈ Cp and v ∈
Cq, be formal power series with vanishing constant terms. Assume that the ideal
generated by fj(0, v), j = 1, . . . , r, has finite codimension in C[[v]]. Then, there
exist power series Pj(u, v), j = 1, . . . , q, of the form
(3.24) Pj(u, v) = v
Nj
j +
Nj−1∑
k=0
bjk(u)v
k
j ,
where the bjk are power series in u with vanishing constant terms, such that each
Pj(u, v) is in the ideal I(f(u, v)) ⊂ C[[u, v]].
Proof. We first reduce the situation to a simpler one. By standard arguments (see
e.g. [BER4, Proposition 5.1.5]), there are power series ajk(v) and an integer N such
that
(3.25) vNj ∼
r∑
k=1
ajk(v)fk(0, v), j = 1, . . . , q.
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Define power series gkl(u, v) such that
(3.26) fk(u, v) ∼ fk(0, v) +
p∑
l=1
ul gkl(u, v), k = 1, . . . , r.
It follows that
(3.27) vNj +Kj(u, v) ∼
r∑
k=1
ajk(v)fk(u, v),
where
(3.28) Kj(u, v) :=
r∑
k=1
p∑
l=1
ajk(v)ul gkl(u, v), j = 1, . . . , q.
Observe that vNj +Kj(u, v) are in the ideal I(f(u, v)) and that Kj(0, v) ∼ 0.
Hence to prove Proposition 3.23 we may assume that q = r and the fj are of the
form
(3.29) fj(u, v) := v
N
j +Kj(u, v), j = 1, . . . q,
where Kj(0, v) ∼ 0. We reason by induction on q. For q = 1, the desired conclusion
follows from the (formal) Weierstrass Preparation Theorem (see e.g. [ZS]) applied
to the power series f1(u, v), where v = v1. We shall now show how to reduce the
case of q to that of q − 1.
We apply the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem to f1(u, v). Hence there exist
power series cl(u, v2, . . . , vq), l = 0, . . . , N − 1 satisfying cl(0, v2, . . . , vn) ∼ 0 so
that
(3.30) f1(u, v) ∼ U(u, v)
(
vN1 +
N−1∑
l=0
cl(u, v2, . . . , vq)v
l
1
)
,
where U(u, v) is a unit in C[[u, v]]. We apply, for j = 2, . . . , q, Lemma 3.7 with
X = v1, Y = vj , Z
′′ = u, Z ′ being the components vk for k ≥ 2 and k 6= j,
p1(X, Y, Z) being v
N
1 +
∑N−1
l=0 cl(u, v2, . . . , vq)v
l
1, and p2(X, Y, Z) being fj(u, v).
We conclude that the ideal I(f(u, v)) contains power series of the form
(3.31) f ′j(u, v2, . . . , vq) := v
N3
j +K
′
j(u, v2, . . . , vq), j = 2, . . . q,
withK ′j(0, v2, . . . , vq) ∼ 0. By the inductive hypothesis, we conclude that I(f(u, v))
contains power series Pj(u, vj), j = 2, . . . , q, of the form (3.24). We obtain P1(u, v1)
by repeated application of Lemma 3.7 in a similar fashion as above. This completes
the proof of Proposition 3.23. 
For the proof of Proposition 3.4, we also need the following result which can be
viewed as a formal version of the Nullstellensatz.
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Lemma 3.32. Given K(x) = (K1(x), . . . , Kr(x)) with Kj(x) ∈ C[[x]], x ∈ Cn, the
following are equivalent:
(i) dimC C[[x]]/I(K(x)) =∞,
(ii) there exist µ(s) = (µ1(s), ..., µn(s)), with µ1, ..., µn ∈ C[[s]] and s ∈ C, such
that µ(0) = 0, µ(s) 6∼ 0, and
(3.33) Kj(µ(s)) ∼ 0, ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
Remark. The authors are indebted to C. Huneke for the proof of the implication
(i)⇒(ii).
Proof. (i)⇒(ii). Since the ideal I(K(x)) has infinite (vector space) codimension
(i.e. (i) in the lemma is satisfied), there is a prime ideal p containing I(K(x)) that
also has infinite codimension (see e.g. [BR, Lemma 3.3]). Since m, the maximal
ideal in C[[x]], is the only proper prime ideal of finite codimension, we have p $ m.
We take p to be maximal with this property, i.e. I(K(x)) ⊂ p $ m and there is
no prime ideal q (of infinite codimension) such that p $ q $ m. Then the Krull
dimension of C[[x]]/p is precisely 1 ([ZS, p. 218]). The integral closure of C[[x]]/p
in its field of fractions is then a local 1-dimensional integrally closed ring, i.e. a
complete discrete valuation ring denoted by R below, whose residue field, being
finite over C, is precisely C. It then follows from the Cohen Structure Theorem
(see e.g. [ZS, p. 307]) that R is isomorphic to C[[s]], with s ∈ C. Thus, we ob-
tain a homomorphism ψ˜ : C[[x]]/I(K(x))→ C[[s]] by composing the homomorphism
C[[x]]/I(K(x)) → C[[x]]/p, induced by the inclusion I(K(x)) →֒ p, with the inclu-
sion C[[x]]/p →֒ R ∼= C[[s]]. Let ψ : C[[x]] → C[[s]] be the homomorphism obtained
by composing the projection C[[x]] → C[[x]]/I(K(x)) with ψ˜. By construction,
this homomorphism is not identically 0 and I(K(x)) ⊂ kerψ. The desired formal
power series map µ(s) is given by µj(s) = ψ(xj), which are not all 0 since ψ is not
identically 0. To verify (3.33) it suffices to note that, for any h ∈ C[[x]], we have
ψ(h)(s) = h(µ(s)). The identity (3.33) follows from the fact that I(K(x)) ⊂ kerψ.
(ii)⇒(i). Assume, in order to reach a contradiction, that I(K(x)) has finite codi-
mension. Then there are integers Nj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, such that x
Nj
j is in I(K(x)),
i.e. there are Akj ∈ C[[x]] (1 ≤ j ≤ n and 1 ≤ k ≤ r) such that
(3.34) x
Nj
j ∼
r∑
k=1
Akj (x)Kk(x).
Substituting x = µ(s) into this we obtain, using (3.33),
(3.35) µj(s)
Nj ∼
r∑
k=1
Akj (µ(s))Kk(µ(s)) ∼ 0,
for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n. This contradicts the fact that the µj(s) are not all 0, proving
the desired implication. 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. The fact that H sends M into M ′ is equivalent to
(3.36) G¯(χ, τ)− Q¯′(F¯ (χ, τ), F (z, w), G(z, w)) ∈ I(M)d
′
.
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In what follows, we write F = F (z, w), F¯ = F¯ (χ, τ) and similarly for G and G¯. We
write
(3.37) G¯− Q¯′(F¯ , F, G) = G¯− Q¯′(F¯ , F, 0)− P (F¯ , F, G)G ∈ I(M)d
′
,
where P is a d′×d′ matrix of formal power series in 2n′+d′ variables. We decompose
(3.38) Q¯′(F¯ , F, 0) =
∑
α
Q¯′α(F )F¯
α.
We claim that the ideal J ⊂ C[[µ]] generated by
∑
α Q¯
′
α(µ)L
βF¯α(0), β ∈ Zn+,
has finite codimension. To see this, first observe that
(3.39) Lβh(0) := Lβh(χ, τ)|0 =
∂|β|h
∂χβ
(0),
for any power series h ∈ C[[χ, τ ]]. Now, pick an integer r such that the ideal J
is generated by the power series
∑
α Q¯
′
α(µ)L
βF¯α(0) for |β| ≤ r. Recall that, in
normal coordinates, injectivity of the Segre homomorphism ΦH is equivalent to the
fact that there are no nontrivial power series h ∈ C[[χ′]] such that h(F¯ (χ, 0)) ∼ 0.
Hence, there are no nontrivial power series g ∈ C[[s, χ′]] such that g(s, F¯ (χ, 0)) ∼ 0.
It follows that for any formal curve s 7→ µ(s) with µ = (µ1, . . . , µn), µ(0) = 0, and
µ 6∼ 0, we have
(3.40)
∑
α
Q¯′α(µ(s))F¯ (χ, 0)
α 6∼ 0,
because otherwise Q¯′α(µ(s)) ∼ 0 for all α ∈ Z
n′
+ which would contradict the essential
finiteness of M ′ by the implication (ii) =⇒ (i) in Lemma 3.32. (We have used here
the characterization of essential finiteness in normal coordinates given in §1.2.) It
follows by using (3.39) that, given a formal curve µ(s) as above, there exists β ∈ Zn+
such that
(3.41)
∑
α
Q¯′α(µ(s))L
βF¯α(0) 6∼ 0.
By the choice of r above, we may assume that |β| ≤ r. The claim follows by
applying the implication (i) =⇒ (ii) in Lemma 3.32 to the collection of power
series
∑
α Q¯
′
α(µ)L
βF¯α(0), |β| ≤ r.
We now apply Lβ, |β| ≤ r, to (3.37) and substitute G = Q′(F, F¯ , G¯) to obtain
(3.42)
∑
α
Q¯′α(F )L
βF¯α + Lβ
(
P (F¯ , F, G)
)
G
∣∣
G=Q′(F,F¯ ,G¯)
− LβG¯ ∈ I(M)d
′
.
Observe that LβG¯(0) = 0, by normality of the coordinates, but LβF¯ (0) is in general
not 0. We can rewrite (3.42) as
(3.43)
∑
α
Q¯′α(F )(L
βF¯α − LβF¯ (0)α) +
∑
α
Q¯′α(F )L
βF¯ (0)α+
S
(
F, F¯ , G¯, (LγF¯ − LγF¯ (0))1≤|γ|≤r
)
Q′(F, F¯ , G¯)− LβG¯ ∈ I(M)d
′
,
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for some formal power series S which depends on M ′ and the values LγF¯ (0) for
|γ| ≤ r. (We have used here the fact that Lβ
(
P (F¯ , F, G)
)
is polynomial in the
variables LγF¯ for 1 ≤ |γ| ≤ r.) Let aγ = (aγp)1≤p≤n′ = (L
γF¯p − L
γF¯p(0))1≤p≤n′
and bγ = (bγl)1≤l≤d′ = (L
γG¯l)1≤l≤d′ , considered as independent variables, for
|γ| ≤ r. We write a = (aγp) and b = (bγl). The equations (3.43) can be written in
the form
(3.44) Rβj((L
γF¯p − L
γF¯p(0)), (L
γG¯l), F ) ∈ I(M), j = 1, . . . , d
′, |β| ≤ r,
where the Rβj are formal power series whose coefficients depend only on M
′ and
the values LβF¯ (0) for |β| ≤ r. Furthermore, using the normality of the coordinates,
we observe that Rβ(0, 0, F ) := (Rβj(0, 0, F ))1≤j≤d′ ∼
∑
α Q¯
′
α(F )L
βF¯ (0)α. Thus,
the ideal generated by Rβj(0, 0, µ), j = 1, . . . d
′ and |β| ≤ r, has finite codimension
by the claim above. The first part of Proposition 3.4 then follows from Proposition
3.23 applied to the power series Rβj(a, b, F ) (where (a, b, F ) are considered as inde-
pendent variables). Moreover, if H ′ = (F ′, G′) is another formal mapping sending
M into M ′ and if LβF¯ ′(0) = LβF¯ (0), for |β| ≤ r, then the ideal generated by the
power series
∑
α Q¯
′(µ)LβF¯ ′(0), for |β| ≤ r, has finite codimension in C[[µ]]. The fact
that H ′ satisfies the same polynomial identity as H follows from the construction
above.
To prove the last statement of Proposition 3.4, i.e. when M and M ′ are assumed
to be real-analytic, we observe that both Proposition 3.23 and Lemma 3.32 (which
are used in the proof above) hold in the convergent setting. Indeed, for the proof of
Proposition 3.23 in the convergent case the reader is referred to [BER4, Theorem
5.3.9]. Lemma 3.32 in the convergent case is a special case of the Nullstellensatz
for convergent power series (see e.g. [Gu, Theorem II.E.2]). The convergence of the
power series in (3.5) now follows by an inspection of the proof above in the formal
case. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.4. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1, using Proposition
3.4, we observe that
(3.41) G(z, w)−Q′(F (z, w), F¯ (χ, τ, )G¯(χ, τ)) ∈ I(M)d
′
.
We obtain polynomial identities for the components G, similar to those for F ,
by repeated applications of Lemma 3.7 as in the proof of Proposition 3.23. To
obtain the identities in (3.3), it suffices to replace the vector fields L1, . . . , Ln
in the identities (3.6) for F , and the similar ones just obtained for G, by their
expressions in the coordinates (z, w, χ, τ). The fact that Theorem 3.1 holds in any
set of coordinates follows from the result in normal coordinates by an application
of Proposition 3.23. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
§. 4. Proof of Theorem 2.1
For the proof of Theorem 2.1, we shall make use of Theorem 3.1 and the following
consequence of the approximation theorem of Artin (see [A]).
Theorem 4.1. Let h ∈ C[[x]], x = (x1, . . . , xm), assume that P (h(x), x) ∼ 0,
where
(4.2) P (X, x) =
J∑
j=0
aj(x)X
j, aj ∈ C{x}, aJ (x) 6≡ 0,
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then h ∈ C{x}. Here, C{x} denotes the ring of convergent power series in x.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Artin’s approximation theorem, for every integer k, there
exists a convergent solution X = h˜k(x) of P (X, x) = 0 such that the power series
of h˜k(x) agrees with that of h(x) up to order k. The conclusion in Theorem 4.1 is
a consequence of Lemma 4.3 below whose proof is left to the reader. 
Lemma 4.3. Let P (X, x) be of the form
(4.4) P (X, x) =
J∑
j=0
aj(x)X
j, aj ∈ C[[x]], aJ(x) 6≡ 0.
Then there exists a positive integer m(P ) such that if h, h′ ∈ C[[x]] satisfy
(4.5)
P (h(x), x) ∼ P (h′(x), x) ∼ 0
∂αh(0) = ∂αh′(0), ∀|α| ≤ m(P ),
then h(x) ∼ h′(x).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Consider the following vector fields tangent to M near the
origin
(4.6) Sj =
∂
∂Zj
− ρZj (Z, ζ)(ρζ′′(Z, ζ))
−1 ∂
∂ζ ′′
, j = 1, . . .N,
where ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρd) is a defining Rd-valued function for M near 0 with ρζ′′ =
(∂ρj/∂ζk)1≤j,k≤d invertible at 0 (which we may assume without loss of general-
ity); in (4.6), ∂/∂ζ ′′ = (∂/∂ζk)1≤k≤d is considered as a d × 1 matrix and ρZj =
(ρk,Zj )1≤k≤d as a 1× d matrix. Observe that S
αh = ∂|α|h/∂Zα for any h ∈ C[[Z]].
We shall make use of the Segre mappings of M introduced in §1.2. Recall the
notation vk+1(z, ξ), z ∈ Cn and ξ ∈ C(k−1)n, for the (k + 1)th Segre mapping of
M at 0. (We use the notation v0 for the constant mapping v0 = 0.) Consider the
following property, for k ≥ 0 and α ∈ ZN+ ,
(∗)k,α
(∂βH) ◦ vl is convergent, ∀0 ≤ l ≤ k − 1, ∀β ∈ ZN+ ,
(∂βH) ◦ vk is convergent, ∀β ≤ α,
where β < α means that β precedes α in the lexicographical ordering of ZN+ . We
shall say that (∗)k holds if (∗)k,α holds for all α ∈ ZN+ . We shall prove (∗)k for
all k by induction. Observe that (∗)0 holds, since v
0 is the constant mapping. We
assume (∗)k, and wish to prove (∗)k+1. We first prove (∗)k+1,0. We shall make use
of Theorem 3.1. We substitute (Z, ζ) = (vk+1(z, ξ), v¯k(ξ)) in (3.3). By Proposition
1.2.8, we have for j = 1, . . . , N ′
(4.7) Pj(Hj(v
k+1(z, ξ)), vk+1(z, ξ), v¯k(ξ), (∂γH¯(v¯k(ξ))− ∂γH¯(0))|γ|≤r) ∼ 0.
It follows from the inductive hypothesis (∗)k that
(4.8) Pj(X, v
k+1(z, ξ), v¯k(ξ), (∂γH¯(v¯k(ξ))− ∂γH¯(0))|γ|≤r) ∈ C{z, ξ}[X ].
Hence, by Theorem 4.1 and (4.7), we conclude that (∗)k+1,0 holds. To complete
the proof of (∗)k+1, we prove (∗)k+1,α for all α by induction on α (using the lexi-
cographic ordering of ZN+ ). For this we shall need the following result whose proof
will be given later. Recall that if J ⊂ C[[x]] is an ideal, then we say that a formal
vector field S is tangent to J if S is a derivation of C[[x]] preserving J .
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Lemma 4.9. Let J ⊂ C[[x]], x = (x1, . . . , xm), be an ideal and S1, . . . , SN formal
vector fields tangent to J . Assume that h ∈ C[[x]], and that there exists a formal
power series P (X, x) of the form
(4.10) P (X, x) =
J∑
j=0
aj(x)X
j, aj ∈ C[[x]], aJ(x) ∼ 1,
with P (h(x), x) ∈ J . Then, for any formal mapping v : (Cr, 0) → (Cm, 0) such
that f ◦ v ∼ 0 for all f ∈ J and any α ∈ ZN+ , there exists a formal power series
Rα(X, x) of the form
(4.11) Rα(X, x) =
J∑
j=0
bαj(x)X
j, bαj ∈ C[[x]],
with Rα(X, v(y)) 6∼ 0 and
(4.12) Rα
(
(Sαh)(v(y)), v(y)
)
∼ 0.
Here, we have used the notation Sα = Sα11 . . . S
αN
N . Furthermore, the coefficients
bαj are universal polynomials in S
βaj, |β| ≤ |α|J and j = 0, . . . , J − 1, and S
γh,
for γ < α, where γ < α means that γ precedes α in the lexicographic ordering of
ZN+ .
We proceed with the proof of Theorem 2.1. Assume (∗)k+1,α0 for some α
0 ∈ ZN+ .
Recall that (∗)k+1,0 has already been proved. We complete the induction by proving
(∗)k+1,α′ , where α
′ is the multi-index immediately following α0 in the lexicographic
ordering of ZN+ .
By applying Lemma 4.9 to the polynomials
Pj(X,Z, ζ, (∂
γH¯(ζ)− ∂γH¯(0))|γ|≤r), j = 1, . . . , N
′,
with J = I(M), Sj given by (4.6), x = (Z, ζ), h = Hj , and v = (v
k+1, v¯k), we
obtain, for each j = 1, . . . , N ′ and every α ∈ ZN+ , power series Rjα(X,Z, ζ) in
C[[Z, ζ]][X ] such that Rjα(X, vk+1(z, ξ), v¯k(ξ)) 6∼ 0 and
(4.13) Rjα(∂
αHj(v
k+1(z, ξ)), vk+1(z, ξ), v¯k(ξ)) ∼ 0.
Moreover, the coefficients ofRjα, as a polynomial inX , are polynomials in ∂
βHj(Z),
for β < α, and Sγcjl(Z, ζ, (∂δH¯j(ζ)− ∂
δH¯j(0))|δ|≤r), γ ≤ Njα, where c
jl are given
by (3.2). Thus, by the inductive hypothesis (∗)k+1,α0, it follows that
Rjα′(X, v
k+1(z, ξ), v¯k(ξ)) ∈ C{z, ξ}[X ].
The property (∗)k+1,α′ follows from Theorem 4.1. This completes the proof of
property (∗)k for all k.
We shall apply (∗)k,0 for k = 2k1, where k1 is given by Theorem 1.2.11. By
Theorem 1.2.11, there exists (z0, ξ0) ∈ Cn × C(2k1−1)n, arbitrarily close to (0, 0),
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such that the rank of ∂v2k1/∂(z, ξ) at (z0, ξ0) is N and v2k1(z0, ξ0) = 0. Since
(z, ξ) 7→ H(v2k1(z, ξ)) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of (0, 0) by (∗)2k1 , we
may choose (z0, ξ0) in that neighborhood. By applying the implicit function the-
orem, we may find a right inverse of v2k1 , Z 7→ θ(Z) with θ(0) = (z0, ξ0). Hence,
H(v2k1(θ(Z))) is a convergent mapping in a neighborhood of 0. This completes the
proof of Theorem 2.1 modulo the proof of Lemma 4.9, since v2k1(θ(Z)) ≡ Z near
0 ∈ CN .
Proof of Lemma 4.9. Observe that (4.7) holds for α = 0 with R0(X, x) = P (X, x).
We will need the following Leibnitz formula
(4.14) SγP (h(x), x) =
J∑
k=0
∑
µ+ν1+...+νk=γ
γ!
µ!ν1! . . . νk!
(Sµak)(S
ν1h) . . . (Sν
k
h).
The reader can check that (4.14) can be rewritten as follows. For any given α ≤ γ,
(4.15) SγP (h(x), x) =
A(γ, α, 0) +
J∑
j=1
∑
ν1≥α,... ,νj≥α
γ−ν1−...−νj∈ZN
+
A(γ, α, j, ν1, . . . , νj)(Sν
1
h) . . . (Sν
j
h),
where
(4.16) A(γ, α, j, ν1, . . . , νj) =
J∑
k=j
(
k
j
) ∑
µ,νj+1,... ,νk
µ+ν1+...+νk=γ
νj+1<α,... ,νk<α
γ!
µ!ν1! . . . νk!
(Sµak)(S
νj+1h) . . . (Sν
k
h),
(4.17) A(γ, α, 0) =
J∑
k=0
∑
µ+ν1+...+νk=γ
ν1<α,... ,νk<α
γ!
µ!ν1! . . . νk!
(Sµak)(S
νj+1h) . . . (Sν
k
h).
Observe that the first term in the sum in (4.16) (i.e. the term corresponding to
k = j) is
γ!
(γ − ν1 − . . .− νj)!ν1! . . . νj !
Sγ−ν
1−...−νjaj.
For γ = α, we have, from (4.15),
(4.18) SαP (h(x), x) = A(α, α, 0) + A(α, α, 1, α)Sαh.
If A(α, α, 1, α) ◦ v 6∼ 0, then we take Rα(X, x) = A(α, α, 0)+A(α, α, 1, α)X . If not,
then we denote by γ0 the first multi-index > α for which A(γ0, α, j, ν1, . . . , νj)◦v 6∼
0 for some 1 ≤ j ≤ J , ν1 ≥ α, . . . , νj ≥ α. Such a γ0 exists (and is ≤ Jα), since
A(Jα, α, J, α, . . . , α) ∼ (Jα)!/(α!)J as is easily verified. We claim that necessarily
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A(γ0, α, j0, α, . . . , α) ◦ v 6∼ 0 for some 1 ≤ j0 ≤ J and A(γ
0, α, j, ν1, . . . , νj) ◦ v ∼ 0
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ J and ν1 ≥ α, . . . , νj ≥ α such that
∑
1≤l≤j ν
l > jα. Indeed, the
following identity is a consequence of (4.16)
(4.19) A(γ0, α, j, ν1, . . . , νj) = eγ0,α,j,ν1,... ,νjA(γ
1, α, j, α, . . . , α),
where
(4.20) γ1 = γ0 + jα−
j∑
l=1
νl,
and eγ0,α,j,ν1,... ,νj is a positive number depending only on γ
0, α, j, ν1, . . . , νj . Ob-
serve that γ1 ≥ α, and γ1 < γ0 if
∑
1≤l≤j ν
l > jα. It follows from the defi-
nition of γ0 and (4.19) that A(γ0, α, j, ν1, . . . , νj) ◦ v ∼ 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ J and
ν1 ≥ α, . . . , νj ≥ α such that
∑
1≤l≤j ν
l > jα. The claim is proved. The conclusion
of the lemma follows by taking
(4.21) Rα(X, x) := A(γ
0, α, 0) +
J∑
j=1
A(γ0, α, j, α, . . . , α)Xj,
since Rα(S
αh(x), x)|x=v(y) ∼ S
γ0P (h(x), x)|x=v(y) and S
γ0P (h(x), x) ∈ J . 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
§5. Proof of Theorem 2.5
The proof of Theorem 2.5 is parallel to that of Theorem 2.1, and we shall keep
the notation from §4. We again use the notation vk(z, ξ), z ∈ Cn and ξ ∈ C(k−1)n,
for the kth (formal) Segre mapping of M at 0. Let H be the formal mapping given
in the statement of Theorem 2.5. In what follows, F(M,M ′) will denote the set
of all formal mappings (CN , 0) → (CN
′
, 0) that send M into M ′. Consider the
following property, for k ≥ 0 and α ∈ ZN+ .
(∗∗)k,α There exists K(k, α) ∈ Z+ such that for any H ′ ∈ F(M,M ′) with
(5.4) ∂βH(0) = ∂βH ′(0), ∀|β| ≤ K(k, α),
the following holds
(5.5) (∂αH) ◦ vk ∼ (∂αH ′) ◦ vk.
Observe that (∗∗)0,α holds with K(0, α) = |α|, since v
0 is the constant mapping
into 0. We shall prove that (∗∗)k,α holds for all k and α by induction on k and
α. First assume (∗∗)l,β holds for 0 ≤ l ≤ k and all β ∈ ZN+ . We shall prove
(∗∗)k+1,0; i.e. we must show the existence of the integerK(k+1, 0) in (∗∗)k+1,0. Let
Pj(X,Z, ζ, (aγ)|γ|≤r), j = 1, . . . , N
′, be the polynomials in X given by Theorem
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3.1. Pick an integer K˜ ≥ 0 and consider the formal mappings H ′ ∈ F(M,M ′)
satisfying
(5.6) ∂βH(0) = ∂βH ′(0), ∀|β| ≤ K˜.
By a priori requiring K˜ ≥ r, where r is the integer given by Theorem 3.1, we
may assume that any H ′ ∈ F(M,M ′) that satisfies (5.6) also satisfies (3.3) with H
replaced by H ′. If we also take K˜ ≥ K(k, β), for all |β| ≤ r, then (∗∗)k,β implies
that (5.5) holds for |β| ≤ r. It follows from the above and Proposition 1.2.8 that
X = Hj ◦ v
k+1 and X = H ′j ◦ v
k+1 are both solutions of the equation
(5.7) P k+1j (X, z, ξ) := Pj(X, v
k+1(z, ξ), v¯k(ξ), (∂γH¯(v¯k(ξ))− ∂γH¯(0))|γ|≤r) ∼ 0.
Hence, if m(P k+1j ) is the integer given by Lemma 4.3 and we choose K(k+ 1, 0) =
max(K˜,m(P k+1j )1≤j≤N ′), then the identity H ◦ v
k+1 ∼ H ′ ◦ vk+1 follows from
Lemma 4.3. The property (∗∗)k+1,0 is proved.
We now fix an integer k and a multi-index α0. We complete the induction by
assuming (∗∗)l,β for all pairs l, β satisfying either 0 ≤ l < k and β ∈ ZN+ or l = k
and β < α0 in the lexicographic ordering of ZN+ . We shall prove (∗∗)k,α′, where α
′
is the multi-index immediately following α0 in the ordering of ZN+ . Again, consider
those H ′ ∈ F(M,M ′) that satisfy (5.6) with K˜ ≥ r. As above, the components H ′j
of such an H ′ satisfy the same identities (3.3) as Hj, j = 1, . . . , N
′. By Lemma
4.9, there exist formal series Rjα′(X,Z, ζ), j = 1, . . . , N
′, in C[[Z, ζ]][X ] such that
Rjα′(X, v
k(z, ξ), v¯k−1(ξ)) 6∼ 0 and
(5.8) Rjα′(∂
α′Hj(v
k(z, ξ)), vk(z, ξ), v¯k−1(ξ)) ∼ 0.
Moreover, the coefficients ofRjα′ , as a polynomial inX , are polynomials in ∂
βHj(Z),
for β < α′, and Sγcjl(Z, ζ, (∂δH¯j(ζ)−∂
δH¯j(0))|δ|≤r), γ ≤ Njα
′, where cjl are given
by (3.2). If H ′ ∈ F(M,M ′) satisfies (5.6), then there is a corresponding formal se-
ries R′jα′(X,Z, ζ) for H
′ which is obtained from the same equation (5.7) with H
replaced by H ′. Hence, by Lemma 4.9, if
(5.9)
(∂βH) ◦ vk ∼ (∂βH ′) ◦ vk, β < α′
(∂γH) ◦ vk−1 ∼ (∂γH ′) ◦ vk−1, |γ| < r + |α′|max (Nj)j=1,...N ′ ,
then both X = ∂α
′
H ◦ vk and X = ∂α
′
H ′ ◦ vk satisfy the same equation
(5.10) Rkjα′(X, z, ξ) := Rjα′(X, v
k(z, ξ), v¯k−1(ξ)) ∼ 0.
By the inductive hypothesis (∗∗)l,β for pairs l, β as described above, (5.9) holds if
K˜ ≥ K(k, β), β < α′, and K˜ ≥ K(k − 1, γ), |γ| < r + |α′|max (Nj)j=1,...N ′ . The
property (∗∗)k,α′ follows from Lemma 4.3 if we choose K(k, α
′) to be the maximum
of K˜, as described above, and m(Rkjα′) for j = 1, . . . , N
′. This completes the
induction, and proves that (∗∗)k,α holds for all k and α.
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To complete the proof of Theorem 2.5, recall that M is of finite type at the
origin and let k1 be the integer obtained by applying Theorem 1.2.11 to M . If
H ′ ∈ F(M,M ′) satisfies (5.6) with K˜ = K(k1, 0) then, by property (∗∗)k1,0, we
have
(5.11) H ◦ vk1 ∼ H ′ ◦ vk1 .
Since rk(vk1) = N the components of the formal mapping vk1 cannot satisfy a
nontrivial formal relation (see e.g. [BER4, Proposition 5.3.5]). Hence, by (5.11) we
must have Hj −H
′
j ∼ 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5. 
§6. Proofs of Theorems 3, 4, 5
For the proofs of Theorems 3, 4, and 5, we shall need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 6.1. Let M andM ′ be formal generic submanifolds of the same dimension
through the origin in CN . Assume that H : (CN , 0) → (CN , 0) is a finite formal
mapping sending M into M ′. Then the Segre homomorphism ΦH is injective.
Proof. Let Z = (z, w) and Z ′ = (z′, w′) be normal coordinates for M and M ′,
respectively, and write H = (F,G) as in §1.2. Recall that injectivity of the Segre
homomorphism ΦH is equivalent to the fact that there is no nontrivial formal
power series h ∈ C[[z′]] such that h(F (z, 0)) ∼ 0. We first claim that the formal
mapping z 7→ F (z, 0) is again finite. To see this, consider the homomorphism
ψ : C[[z, w]] → C[[z]] defined by ψ(f)(z) = f(z, 0). Observe that ψ is surjective and
maps the ideal I(F (z, w), G(z, w)) into I(F (z, 0)) since G(z, 0) ∼ 0 by normality
of the coordinates. Hence, ψ induces a surjective homomorphism
(6.2) ψ˜ : C[[z, w]]/I(F (z, w), G(z, w))→ C[[z]]/I(F (z, 0)).
Since the vector space on the left hand side of (6.2) is finite dimensional and ψ˜
is surjective, we conclude that the vector space on the right hand side of (6.2) is
also finite dimensional. This proves the claim above. To complete the proof of
the lemma, we must show that any finite formal mapping K : (Ck, 0) → (Ck, 0)
induces an injective ring homomorphism ηK : C[[x]]→ C[[x]]. This can be proved by
showing that the Jacobian determinant det(∂K/∂x) cannot vanish identically (see
e.g. [BER4, Theorem 5.1.37]) and that the latter implies that there is no nontrivial
h ∈ C[[x]] such that h(K(x)) ∼ 0 (see [BER4, Proposition 5.3.5]). 
Lemma 6.3. Let M be a formal generic submanifold through the origin in CN .
If M does not contain a non-trivial formal variety through 0, then M is essen-
tially finite at 0. Moreover, if M is real-analytic and does not contain a nontrivial
holomorphic variety through 0, then M is essentially finite at 0.
Proof. Let d be the codimension of M . If n := N − d = 0, then there is nothing to
prove since every such generic submanifold is essentially finite at 0. (In this case,
there are no CR vector fields tangent toM and the condition for essential finiteness
is void.) Assume n ≥ 1 and that M does not contain any nontrivial formal curve
through 0. Let Z = (z, w) be normal coordinates forM as in §1.2. Thus, M is given
by (1.2.1). To check that M is essentially finite at 0 we use the expansion (1.2.5)
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and must show that the ideal generated by q¯jα(z, 0), j = 1, . . . , d and α ∈ Zn+,
in C[[z]] has finite codimension. If not, then by Lemma 3.32 there would exist a
nontrivial formal curve µ : (C, 0)→ (Cn, 0) such that
(6.3) q¯jα(µ(s), 0) ∼ 0, j = 1, . . . , d, α ∈ Zn+.
This would contradict the assumption that M does not contain a nontrivial formal
curve through 0, since, as the reader can easily verify, it would follow that s 7→
(µ(s), 0) is a nontrivial formal curve through 0 contained in M . This proves the
first part of the lemma. The proof of the last statement in Lemma 6.3, which
is more standard, is completely analogous and uses the Nullstellensatz instead of
Lemma 3.32. (See e.g. [BER4, Chapter XI].) 
We now give the proofs of the results in the introduction.
Proof of Theorems 3 and 5. By Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3, Theorems 3 is an immediate
consequence of Theorem 2.1. Similarly, Theorem 5 follows by applying Theorem
2.5 to the formal submanifolds and the formal mapping associated to M , M ′ and
H, respectively. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Assume that H : (CN , 0) → (CN , 0) is a formal invertible
mapping sending M into M ′. Since the Segre homomorphism of H is injective,
Theorem 4 is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 provided that we can show that M ′
is essentially finite at 0. Indeed, since M is essentially finite (by Lemma 6.3) and
the notion of essential finiteness is invariant under formal invertible mappings, it
follows that M ′ is also essentially finite at 0. 
§7. Proofs of Theorems 1, 2.2, and 2.4
For the proof of Theorem 2.2, we shall use Theorem 2.1 and the following result.
Proposition 7.1. LetM andM ′ be formal hypersurfaces through the origin in CN .
Assume that M is essentially finite at 0 and M ′ does not contain any nontrivial
formal variety through 0. If H : (CN , 0)→ (CN , 0) is a formal mapping sending M
into M ′, then either H(Z) ∼ 0 or the Segre homomorphism ΦH is injective.
Proof. Let Z = (z, w) and Z ′ = (z′, w′) be normal coordinates for M and M ′,
respectively, as in §1.2. Thus, M is given by (1.2.1) and similarly for M ′ with
Q replaced by Q′. We write H = (F,G). We shall prove that if H 6∼ 0, then
the mapping z 7→ F (z, 0) is finite, which implies injectivity of ΦH as noted in
the proof of Lemma 6.1. The following is proved in [BR]. Suppose that M and
M ′ are formal hypersurfaces through 0 in CN with M essentially finite at 0. If
H : (CN , 0)→ (CN , 0) is a formal mapping sendingM intoM ′ and if the transversal
component G 6∼ 0 (where M and M ′ are written in normal coordinates as above
and H = (F,G)), then the formal mapping z 7→ F (z, 0) is finite. Hence, to prove
Proposition 7.1 it suffices to show that G ∼ 0 implies F ∼ 0.
Thus, assume that G ∼ 0. The fact that H sends M into M ′ is then expressed
by
(7.2) Q′(F (z, w), F¯ (χ, τ), 0) ∈ I(M).
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We claim that (7.2) implies
(7.3) Q′(F (z, w), F¯ (χ, τ), 0) ∼ 0.
To see this, observe that by linear algebra there exists a nontrivial formal holomor-
phic vector field
(7.4) X =
n∑
j=1
aj(z, w)
∂
∂zj
+ b(z, w)
∂
∂w
, aj, b ∈ C[[z, w]],
such that
(7.5) XFj(z, w) ∼ 0, j = 1, . . . , n.
Since M is essentially finite at 0, X cannot be tangent to I(M) (see [BER4, Theo-
rem 11.8.13]; the property of having no nontrivial formal holomorphic vector fields
tangent is referred to as holomorphic nondegeneracy of M at 0). By (7.2), if (7.3)
does not hold, then there exists a ∈ C[[z, w, χ, τ ]] and an integer k ≥ 1 such that
(7.6) Q′(F (z, w), F¯ (χ, τ), 0) ∼ a(z, w, χ, τ)ρ(z, w, χ, τ)k,
where ρ is some generator of I(M) (e.g. ρ(z, w, χ, τ) := w − Q(z, χ, τ)), and a 6∈
I(M). If we apply X to (7.6), use (7.5), and divide by ρk−1, then we deduce
(7.7) 0 ∼ (Xa)ρ+ ka(Xρ).
We conclude that a(Xρ) ∈ I(M) and, hence since I(M) is prime, either a ∈ I(M)
or Xρ ∈ I(M). Both cases are impossible and consequently the claim (7.3) is
proved. If F (z, w) 6∼ 0, then there exists a nontrivial formal curve s 7→ (z(s), w(s)),
vanishing at s = 0, such that the formal curve s 7→ F (z(s), w(s)) is nontrivial.
Since the formal curve s 7→ (F (z(s), w(s)), 0) is contained in M ′ (which is assumed
not to contain a nontrivial formal curve), by (7.3), we conclude that F (z, w) must
be identically 0. This completes the proof of Proposition 7.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Since the hypersurface M is essentially finite at 0, it is also
of finite type at 0 (see e.g. [BER4, Proposition 9.4.16]). By the assumption on
M ′ and Lemma 6.3, M ′ is essentially finite at 0. Moreover, we claim that M ′
does not contain a nontrivial formal curve through 0. Indeed, if the real-analytic
hypersurface M ′ were to contain a nontrivial formal curve through 0, then M ′
would be of infinite type at 0 in the sense of D’Angelo. Hence, M ′ would contain
a nontrivial holomorphic subvariety (see e.g. [D’A, Section 3.3.3]), which would
contradict the assumption on M ′. (One could also apply directly the theorem of
Milman [Mi] which states that if a real-analytic variety contains a formal variety,
then it also contains a holomorphic one of the same dimension.) The proof of
Theorem 2.2 now follows from Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 7.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2.2 by using Lemma 6.3. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. To prove Theorem 2.4, we denote by H(Z) the formal map-
ping (CN , 0)→ (CN , 0) given by the Taylor series of h at 0 (see [BER4, Proposition
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1.7.14]). By assumption, H(Z) 6∼ 0. As explained in the proof of Theorem 2.2
above, M ′ does not contain a nontrivial formal curve through 0. We take normal
coordinates for M and M ′ and write H = (F,G) as in §1.2. Proposition 7.1 implies
that the Segre homomorphism ΦH is injective. Indeed, the proof of Proposition 7.1
in fact shows that the mapping z 7→ F (z, 0) is finite. It follows (see e.g. [BER4,
Theorem 5.1.37]) that H is not totally degenerate, i.e.
(7.8) det(∂Fi/∂zj)1≤i,j≤n(z, 0) 6∼ 0.
Theorem 2.4 now follows from the reflection principle in [BR, Theorem 6] (see also
[BER4, Theorem 9.6.1]), since M ′ is essentially finite at 0 by Lemma 6.3. 
Closing remark. During the completetion of this work, the authors became aware
of the preprint ”Convergence of formal biholomorphisms between minimal holomor-
phically nondegenerate real analytic CR manifolds” (e-print : http://xxx.lanl.gov/
abs/math.CV/9901027; 1999) by J. Merker in which convergence of formal in-
vertible mappings between holomorphically nondegenerate generic submanifolds of
finite type is claimed. However, the proof in that preprint has serious flaws. In
particular, the proof is based on Proposition 2.4.6 (in that preprint) which is an
incorrect characterization of holomorphic nondegeneracy for minimal generic sub-
manifolds. The real algebraic hypersurface in C3 defined by
Im w =
|z1|
2|1 + z1z¯2|
2
1 + Re (z1z¯2)
− Re w
Im (z1z¯2)
1 + Re (z1z¯2)
gives a counterexample to that proposition.
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